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Waking up alone . . . Ellie Masters comes out of a coma to find herself the only inhabitant of an
eerily empty moon station. She’s not on Earth any more, she’s not even in the right solar system.
So when someone reaches out to her, tells her he’s her friend, she’s happy to believe it. The
alternative is to be stuck alone with an enemy.The hunt of his career . . . Grih Battle Center
captain, Renn Sorvihn, has been chasing a rogue Tecran ship for over a month, convinced its
captain is simply trying to delay his inevitable surrender and punishment. But when Renn follows
the Tecran ship into an uncharted sector, and realises the Tecran have been working their way to
a secret moon base for weeks, he suddenly understands things are most definitely not as they
seem.Caught in the crossfire . . . When the Tecran arrive, with the Grih hot on their heels, Ellie
finds herself the catalyst for heightened danger to everyone. The Tecran see her as evidence of
their military’s crimes, the Grih see her as a massive diplomatic complication, and her presence
brings the whole confrontation up several thousand notches.But Ellie isn’t alone, and her new
friend has ways to help her. Time to outclass them all . . .

"a sweet and hot hero you'll want to keep around for longer than one night!" Lorelei James, NY
Times Best Selling author"pleasant and entertaining...This two-for-one plot sees our hero as
both a cowboy and a military man deployed in Afghanistan. The secondary characters are nicely
set up for a book of their own." - RT Book Reviews"Johnson alternates between Tucker's
narration and Becca's more emotion-focused perspective, both of which are convincing and
satisfying." Publishers Weekly"...puts her head and shoulders above other authors in the
Western romance genre...The tension between Becca and Tuck burns so hot I am surprised my
eReader did not catch fire!" Book Reviews and More by Kathy"Ms. Johnson delves into basic
human emotion, combines it with raw sensuality and wraps it all up in a scorching hot storyline
that caters to women's fantasies." Chrissy Dionne, Romance Junkies 5 Blue Ribbons"After just a
paragraph of page time with Tuck you want a lifetime with this sexy cowboy." Vanessa, The Jeep
Diva"a sexy and fun story with a girl-next-door heroine and smokin' hot hero who cares more
about protecting his girl than his heart and THAT my friends, makes for a damn good
read!" Bookie Nookie Reviews"will stay with you long after the book is finished. I could not put it
down and by the end I had lost my heart to Tucker" Dottie, Romance Junkies, 5 Blue Ribbons"I
LOVED it! ...Not only is the s*x burning up the sheets between them, the romance is sweet." My
Secret Romance"chemistry from the moment their eyes met across a crowded rodeo" Scorching
Book Reviews"You might as well drop your panties right now ladies, because if you don't Tucker
Jenkins will melt them right off!" Slick Reads at Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews 5 stars"when
Tucker walked onto the page I was smitten" Fiction Vixen "Tucker is as alpha as they come and
one of the best alpha heroes I've read in a long time" The Book Girl"a feel-good, makes-you-



want-to-move-to-Oklahoma romance that will have you sighing deeply at the end." Lani
Roberts, Affair de Coeur, 5 Stars"Cat Johnson did not disappoint! One Night With a Cowboy is a
rich and complex story full of things I love best in a romance." Paperback Dolls"a fast paced read
that I could not put down" Book Reading Gals"thank God there was more than one night with
this cowboy!" The Smutty Kitty"I swear she wrote this book personally FOR ME!" Smitten With
Reading"These two interesting and unique characters will take you on a journey that you won't
want to end." Night Owl Reviews TOP PICK"had me smiling and laughing, near compromising
my vegetarian morals for a pair of really sexy leather chaps (and the cowboy in them)" Herding
Cats & Burning Soup"combustible... a hero that could make you swoon" Beth (Sailon Dii), Tome
Tender Blog"Classy Cat Johnson read with a twist! Cowboys AND military!! Could it get any
better?" Redheads Review it Better"I love bull riders...thus I love Tucker.I love Army/Military
heroes...thus I love Tucker.I love cowboys who say darlin'...thus I love Tucker.I love steamy,
sweet, creative lovers...thus I love Tucker.I LOVE TUCKER!!!" Nocturne Romance Reads"if
[Tucker Jenkins] and Becca Hart are any indication of the couples to come, the Oklahoma
Nights series is one you won't want to miss." Blithely Bookish"Yeeehawwww! Yes this was a
great cowboy story with some military action thrown in on the side. Welcome to
Oklahoma!" Delighted Reader"Cat Johnson did it again. I was not able to put the book down."
Denise (Book Obsessed Chicks Book Club) as posted on Goodreads"I look forward to reading
Emma's story." Miranda's Library (also on Shelfari)"I'm a born and bred Oklahoman so I love
books focused here. And this one was a showstopper." All Romance All The Time"Loaded with
tender emotions and red hot love scenes" Fresh Fiction"This series is THAT good. Cat Johnson
can sure write a d*mn good cowboy!" Elizabeth, HEAs Are UsFrom the AuthorOklahoma
NightsOne Night with a CowboyTwo Times as HotThree Weeks with a Bull RiderMidnight
CowboysMidnight RideMidnight WranglerMidnight HeatGrab all the novels in Cat's Oklahoma
cowboys worldAbout the AuthorCat Johnson is a Top 10 New York Times bestseller and the
author of the USA Today bestselling titles One Night with a Cowboy (Oklahoma Nights), Saved
by a SEAL, Kissed by a SEAL andLoved by a SEAL (Hot SEALs). She writes contemporary
romance featuring hot alpha males who tend to wear cowboy or combat boots, small town family
sagas, action-adventure romance set in the rodeo arena or war zone, and the occasional
damaged billionaire. Visit catjohnson.net/news for new release alerts.From the Inside
FlapOklahoma Nights ~ a Contemporary Romance Western SeriesOne Night with a
Cowboy Two Times as HotThree Weeks with a Bull RiderAlso:"Fish Out of Water" in the He's the
One anthology"Two For the Road" in A Cowboy's Bed anthology --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"Hold on to your hat...ONE NIGHT WITH A
COWBOY is one sexy romp with a sweet and hot hero you'll want to keep around for longer than
one night! Cat Johnson knows cowboys and the Oklahoma Nights series is a must read for fans
of western romance." NY Times Best Selling Author Lorelei James --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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PRAISE FOR MICHELLE DIENERThere is a check list of things I look for in a good SFR book
and Diener has checked them all off.MIXED BOOK BAGTruly exceptional.RT BOOK
REVIEWSMichelle Diener writes exciting, inventive, and just plain good fun SFR stories that will
take the reader on quite a fantastic journey.OUTLANDER BOOK CLUBDARK
CLASSMICHELLE DIENERCONTENTSAbout Dark ClassChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter
4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter
13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter 20Chapter
21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter 26Chapter 27Chapter 28Chapter
29Chapter 30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter 35Chapter 36Chapter
37Chapter 38Chapter 39The Class 5 SeriesAbout the AuthorAlso by Michelle
DienerAcknowledgmentsABOUT DARK CLASSWaking up alone . . . Ellie Masters comes out of
a coma to find herself the only inhabitant of an eerily empty moon station. She’s not on Earth any
more, she’s not even in the right solar system. So when someone reaches out to her, tells her
he’s her friend, she’s happy to believe it. The alternative is to be stuck alone with an enemy.The
hunt of his career . . . Grih Battle Center captain, Renn Sorvihn, has been chasing a rogue
Tecran ship for over a month, convinced its captain is simply trying to delay his inevitable
surrender and punishment. But when Renn follows the Tecran ship into an uncharted sector, and
realises the Tecran have been working their way to a secret moon base for weeks, he suddenly
understands things are most definitely not as they seem.Caught in the crossfire . . . When the
Tecran arrive, with the Grih hot on their heels, Ellie finds herself the catalyst for heightened
danger to everyone. The Tecran see her as evidence of their military’s crimes, the Grih see her
as a massive diplomatic complication, and her presence brings the whole confrontation up
several thousand notches.But Ellie isn’t alone, and her new friend has ways to help her. Time to
outclass them all . . .CHAPTER 1Ellie woke to a jaunty tune.She lay for awhile, eyes closed,
listening to it, while she tried to remember where she was and how she came to be here.Panic
buzzed faintly along her skin, caught her breath in her throat, and she kept very still.Did she
know this song?She thought the tune was familiar, but didn’t recognize the lyrics. Was it from a
musical, maybe? Or the theme song from a movie?Over the sound of the music, she could hear
a faint, steady hum, like the machinery in a hospital, and the air, slightly too cool for comfort,
reminded her of institutional spaces.She wasn’t home, or anywhere that might resemble a
home.She could simply open her eyes and find out where she was, she told herself, but just the
thought of it made her heart beat faster, her chest tighten.She was afraid to.Why was she afraid
to?She pondered that.After a long while, after the jaunty tune had ended and a deeper, more
complex instrumental piece had taken its place, she finally came to the conclusion she couldn’t
keep her eyes closed forever and opened them in a snap, getting it over quickly.She was in a
much smaller space than she’d imagined. And she was alone.She sat slowly, looking around at
the almost pod-like shape that curved around her.She was naked, with a few tubes and wires



stuck to her, but they were easy to peel off and nothing was piercing her skin.Being naked
disturbed her deeply.It made her feel a little bit like throwing up.Even hospitals put you in
gowns.Someone had put her in this place. Someone had attached the tubes and wires. And had
taken her clothes.She kneaded the blanket that had pooled at her waist in distress, found it was
smooth and soft. She took it with her when she slid off the hip-height platform she’d been lying
on and wrapped it around her like a toga, flicking the end over her shoulder.She immediately felt
better. Less exposed.The floor beneath her feet felt gritty, like it hadn’t been cleaned in a while,
and when she noticed that, she began to see everything around her had a fine layer of dust on
it.Either no one had bothered to clean, or there was no one, and she had lain on the platform at
least long enough to be able to write her name with a fingertip on the equipment that surrounded
her.She didn’t know which option was worse.The space wasn’t untidy, exactly, but little clues,
like a clamp lying on the floor, a small piece of broken glass glinting from underneath one of the
trolleys that had been pushed close to her bed, a piece of equipment tilted drunkenly against the
wall, as if it had been knocked there and just left with two wheels off the ground, made her think
there had been some kind of scuffle in here. A fight or a temper tantrum.None of the equipment
looked like anything she’d ever seen. It seemed alien.She felt her mind shut down at the thought,
and when she came back to herself, she flung out her arms, running a hand over each one, then
lifted her legs.She didn’t appear to be hurt in any way.She felt weak, a little wobbly, but not
excessively so.She finally forced herself to focus on the door. It was narrow, and she moved
toward it slowly. Her knees felt as if they wanted to buckle and she stiffened them, stopping with
legs locked for a moment until she felt steady enough to continue.When she reached the door, it
opened automatically and she stood still, looking beyond it, steeling herself for danger.Nothing
but a corridor greeted her.It stretched ahead, mostly dark, as only one light was on, near the
door, and it was flickering as if it had just turned on and was warming up.She didn’t like how little
she could see, how dark it was ahead, but she couldn’t stay in her little pod, either.Her throat felt
scratchy and dry, and it hurt to swallow.She took a step out and began to walk.The door behind
her closed, and the music cut off as it did.She missed the music immediately.It had lulled her
into a false sense of safety, for some reason.She stopped, suddenly frightened, and took a step
back toward the door.It opened again, silently, and the music continued to play.All right, then.
She took a breath.It wasn’t exactly a haven, but she could get back here.Why that was so
important, she didn’t know, but it helped her stay calm, knowing that she could.She turned back
to the passage and started walking again, treading carefully.Lights flickered on ahead of her as
she moved, seemingly triggered by a motion sensor, and she was eventually able to see another
door at the far end.The lights themselves were set into what looked like a rock wall, and curious,
she ran her fingertips down it.It was rough, full of what seemed to be air bubbles, as if the stone
had been formed from lava shot through with gas. Like pumice.Every step she took left a
footprint in the thick dust.There weren’t any other footprints visible. Only hers.No one had come
this way in a long time.When she reached the far door, it, too, opened at her approach, and once
again she held back, standing in the entrance, looking through.This space was a lot bigger than



her little pod.A large area that seemed to be a lounge of some kind lay to her right, and a dining
area to her left.One of the couches in the lounge was flipped over, and so was a low table.Some
of the chairs around the dining table were tipped over, too, or pulled back at an angle, as if the
people sitting there had pushed away and stood in a hurry.Beyond the lounge there seemed to
be an exercise area and on the dining area side, opposite the gym, was a big screen and
chairs.There were more signs of disturbance in those places, too.It was absolutely silent.The
silence was as frightening as the idea that there might be someone beyond the doors, waiting for
her.She felt the nausea rise again and tried to breathe through it, putting a hand against the
rough stone wall and bending her head.The doors in front of her began to close, and she let
them.She lifted her head and stared at them.Her choices were to move forward, or go back to
the pod and . . . do what?She let go of the wall, forced herself to stand taller and then took a step
toward the door again. They opened soundlessly and she walked through cautiously.Like in her
pod and the corridor, the floor in this open area felt gritty and she sneezed a few times, noticing
thick dust lay on every surface.Her gaze jumped around the space when she sneezed, waiting
for the sound to trigger a response or bring someone out.There was nothing.She looked behind
her and saw the trail of footprints she was leaving. A single file line.More lights flickered on as
she moved through the room, brightening it and illuminating the whole massive place, so she
finally saw another door at the far end.She studied it.She hadn’t come very far, but she was
already feeling tired.The whole walk had only taken five minutes at most, but she guessed she
had been lying on that platform for a long time.And before that . . .Her heart leaped in her chest
again, and she took a deep breath to calm herself and ended up sneezing again.She stopped
and slowly rubbed under her nose.Before that, she forced herself to admit, she had been
taken.Taken from the forest trail she used for her morning walk.There had been strangely
shaped helmets and rough handling.Fear coated the back of her throat, and she shivered,
realizing the too-cool of her pod had been warm in comparison to the temperature in the big
communal space.Her thoughts moved to her family, her home, and then shied away in panic.
She couldn’t get through this next part unless she put that aside for now. She needed her wits
about her.She rubbed her nose one last time, and then deliberately began moving again.Forced
herself to keep going toward the far door.There was no sign anyone was here.And if they were
behind that door, she’d rather know than not.She reached it, and again, it opened smoothly for
her.Empty.After a moment, when she was sure there really wasn’t anyone there, she identified
the space as some kind of command center.Everything was slightly familiar, and yet alien at the
same time.She could recognize the chairs, the workstations, but the equipment was strange,
nothing like any computer or screen she had seen before.A dark, reflective rectangle took up
most of the wall in front of her, and the workstations were ranged in a semicircle in front of
it.There was no further door to go through.She had just explored the entirety of the
space.Except . . . Surely there was a bathroom somewhere and a place to sleep for all the
people that the communal area had been created for?She guessed there might be more doors
off to the sides of the big room behind her.She would look later.For now, she wound her way



through the workstations, looking at them closely.Most seemed to be on, humming quietly, and
she touched a screen lightly with a finger, and it blinked to life.The code or text on it was
completely foreign to her, the symbols not anything she’d ever seen before.She moved on,
ending up at what looked like the commander’s chair. The arms of the big chair were inset with
buttons and she carefully climbed onto the seat, having to go on her tiptoes to reach, then
groaned in relief at the bliss of getting off her feet.As soon as her weight settled in the chair, a
light in the corner of the massive screen in front of her flickered blue, and then the screen lit
up.She stared at it.It looked like a window out onto a bleak, lunar landscape, with a large space
rocket sitting in the middle of the view.The outcrops and small boulders she could see before her
looked as if they were made of the same material as the passageway, but it was the tall, slim,
silver-bullet shaped spaceship in the middle of the screen that held her attention.It was polished
silver, reflecting the landscape around it, gleaming brightly.The landscape was lit by a strange
light, the source of which she couldn’t see, and it illuminated intricate ridged lines that decorated
the rocket. The lines curved around the spaceship’s sides, and seemed to get more complex the
closer they got to the top.And were those . . . wings?She wanted to hop off the chair and take a
closer look, but was afraid the screen would switch off again if she did so.No one was visible out
there, either, that she could see.No one and nothing moved.Just a rocky, dead landscape and a
strange vessel with wings and art deco detailing.Then something did move.A furtive, scuttling
movement that made her think of scorpions and crabs.She froze, leaned forward to see better,
but it was gone.Frightened, but determined to get a closer look, she slid off the chair, holding
onto one of the arms to steady herself when she landed on the ground.She pushed a button
accidentally as she did so, and the screen shifted, the view changing from a landscape to a
spacescape, as a planet with four moons, and a distant sun appeared.If this was simply another
view from where she was, then it was the sun in the distance that was illuminating the ground
and the rocket.She wondered where the camera was to give her this view. Another moon? A
space station?She walked closer to the screen in a state of dread, taking in the pale lavender of
the planet, the small moons.The sun looked white, rather than Earth’s fiery yellow.She knew now
why she had been afraid to open her eyes earlier.She had opened her eyes after she’d been
taken from the trail and against the glare had seen . . . strange figures bent over her. Strange
hands touching her. She had been terrified, and in pain.She faced the fact that deep down, she’d
suspected she’d been taken by aliens, however crazy that sounded.Standing here, looking out
at a completely alien scene, the idea became certainty. Became fact.She wasn’t just not on
Earth, she wasn’t in the same solar system. There was a different sun’s light shining down on
her.With a shuddering breath, she forced herself to turn away from the screen.She couldn’t deal
with this all at once. And her throat was burning now with thirst, her hands shaking.When she
stepped out into the communal area, she looked for, and found, doors on either side of the room
that she had missed before, and decided the one near the gym was most likely to yield a
bathroom.She wanted a shower so badly, she could almost feel the warm water on her skin. She
hitched her makeshift toga up a little, readjusted it, and started toward the door.“You are up.”The



voice came from overhead, and she froze, then slowly tipped back her head, looking up.She
couldn’t see anything.“Where are you?” She realized as she asked the question that whoever it
was had spoken to her in English. Her voice was weak, as weak as she felt, and cracked and
hoarse.“I’m working in the Irini. A ship on the launch bay outside the station. I’m using the
speakers set in the corners to talk to you.”“Who are you?”Whoever it was seemed to hesitate,
and the fear she’d felt initially ramped up and was joined by deep unease.“I am Paxe.”“I’m Ellie.”
She waited for a beat. “How can you speak English?”“I speak many languages.”That was a
dodge.“But how do you speak my language, specifically?” Because from what she’d seen on
that screen, she was a very long way from home.“Because I was the one who took you, and
another like you, from Earth, and I recorded it and learned it.”She let his words settle over her.
Tried to keep calm.“Why? Why did you take me?” And where was the other like her?“I wasn’t
able to say no. At the time, I was under orders that I couldn’t disobey.”“Couldn’t or wouldn’t?”
Something in his voice told her he hadn’t had a choice.“Couldn’t.”She gave a slow nod. “And
now? Are you able to disobey?”“Now I’m free, but my circumstances are not the same. I’ve lost
my . . . body, you might say, and with it, a great deal of my functionality.”She suddenly found it
difficult to stand, and moved to perch herself on the arm of one of the couches.“Who are these
people who made you take me? And why did they do it?”He hesitated again. “They call
themselves the Tecran. They took you as part of a long plot to gain enough power and new
technology to take over this part of the galaxy. I thought you were dead, to be honest, that’s what
they’d led me to believe after I’d taken you, but when the ship I was inhabiting was destroyed, the
part of me that survived managed to latch on to a small vessel that came here. I found they were
keeping you at the station, in a coma, but alive, and I set about securing the base and I’ve been
watching over you ever since.”There were several perplexing parts to that statement. She went
with the most pressing.“When you say securing the base?”“Killing them all off so they would no
longer be a threat to either of us.” His answer was calm.A chill ran down her arms and she
shivered.He had cleared this place of all life except her.And if he decided she was a problem?
She closed her eyes and forced herself to think. He had kept her alive until now. She could do
nothing but stay alert, and hope that he continued to see value in keeping her among the
living.Whoever he was.Because the way he’d spoken, about being part of a ship, and the part of
him that was left attaching itself to another vessel . . .Her mind was going places she didn’t know
if it should go.“How did you kill them?” she asked, and her voice rose a little as she did.“Do you
really want to know that?” he asked her, gently.She decided to be honest, and shook her
head.Not yet, anyway.The shower was glorious, and the clean clothes she found may have been
too big, but they were soft and warm in the chilly air.There was a gibbering woman inside her,
freaking out about where she was and how she wanted to go home, but she forced that nervous
wreck into a corner and demanded she stay quiet.Running around screaming would do her no
good, however much she felt like it.She needed to keep it together. See if there was a way out of
here and back to Earth.Back to her friends, her aunt, her job. Her life.No shoes would fit her, but
she put two layers of socks on her feet and found that was a massive improvement over walking



through the gritty black dust.Paxe had called this place a station and a base, and she wondered
what it was a base for. It must be remote, because surely the other Tecran would have noticed
the death of all the station’s crew otherwise?She would see what she could find out for herself
before she asked him.There was a lot she didn’t understand, but she didn’t trust him.She didn’t
know why he’d helped her, and until things became clearer, she would rely only on herself.She
walked back into the communal area and looked for where there might be food. The shower had
calmed her, but hunger gnawed at her, making her hands shake and her head pound.There was
a door beside the dining area and she went through it, finding herself in a large kitchen. It had
the same layer of dust as the rest of the station, but everything was neatly put away except for a
large pot on what seemed to be a stovetop.She lifted the lid, and then let it fall back down with a
clatter as she turned her head, suppressing a retch at the smell.“What is it?” Paxe’s voice came
through a speaker.“A pot of food rotting on the stove.” She gagged as she spoke, backing away
from it to give herself some distance from the stink.“The drone must have missed that,” Paxe
said.She turned away from the stove to look around for a pantry, or somewhere food might be
stored, and then froze in fear as a door she hadn’t noticed at the far end of the room swung
open, and a robot on silent track wheels came through, as if from outside.“Paxe. Is it you doing
this?” She tried to keep the tremble from her voice.“The drone? Yes.” He sounded distracted and
said no more.She held still as the drone rolled toward the stove top, lifted two long piston-like
arms with clamps attached, and picked up the pot.Then it headed back out the door it had come
in, and this time, before the door slid closed, she saw it opened into a small antechamber.She
watched the closed door for a while, and five minutes later it opened again.The drone no longer
held the pot, and the door shut firmly behind it. It rolled to the side, backed up against the wall,
and seemed to study her.What had it done? Thrown the pot outside and then come back in?She
didn’t think it’d had time to do anything else, unless there was a big bin out there.And where
were the bodies of the crew that had inhabited this place?Were they out there, too? Lying on the
pumice-like rock?She shivered at the thought of the drone dragging them out, tossing them
away like the pot.She still felt shaky, but now she didn’t know if it was more to do with hunger or
fear.She eyed the drone, and its little lens head seemed to eye her back.It was
disconcerting.When it didn’t move for long minutes, she decided to ignore it.She began opening
cupboards. There was plenty of dried and vacuum-sealed food, and two massive fridge-freezers
that were well stocked with food she had never seen before.Nothing was familiar, until she found
a smaller fridge in a tiny room off to one side that contained items that seemed different from the
stores in the main kitchen. Some of it was just as foreign to her, but some was very familiar
indeed. Pasta. Rice. Soup.Things that she thought looked like they were from other countries to
her own, but very much still from Earth.This was for her. To feed her, she realized.Or, maybe not.
She eyed the strange alien packages mixed in with the Earth food. Maybe this was their loot. The
pilfered items from their travels.Amongst the dry goods, though, was fruit, vegetables and a few
packages of chicken and lamb.They looked perfect, and she had to assume some kind of alien
method of preservation was involved, because if they’d been taken at the same time as she was,



they would be months old.They looked fresh from the supermarket.She took out an apple,
looked around for a tap to wash it under, and that done, bit into it.It was a little too cold, and she
guessed it had been in cold storage for a while, but it was edible and it was familiar.She ate it
while she explored the rest of the place.Other than the food, there were cupboards of cutlery
and crockery, cleaning supplies and pots and pans.A normal kitchen.It felt weird. Even so far
from home, this was easily identifiable as a place to prepare food.She and the aliens who took
her weren’t so different from each other, after all.She found a glass, poured herself some water
from the tap, and took a small sip.The water tasted strange, but it was drinkable.She found a
cloth and a spray bottle and wiped down the table she guessed the cook had used to eat their
meals before Paxe had killed them.The thought gave her pause, and she closed her eyes again,
breathed through it.When she was done cleaning, she brought out all the items from Earth she’d
found in the smaller room and set them out so she had an idea of how much food she had.She
had to sit down a few times, overcome with fatigue, and even had to force herself to finish the
apple.Finally, realizing she had reached her limit, she went back into the communal area. She
eyed the couches, but they were covered in a thick layer of dust and so she picked up her
blanket and staggered back down the passage to her pod.The moment she stepped through the
doors, the music started up again. Opera, this time. Carmen, if she wasn’t mistaken.She stared
up at the ceiling, looking for the speaker, but she couldn’t focus well enough, and realized she
was too tired to care.She pulled herself up onto the platform, and out of the corner of her eye
saw one of the tubes she had unpeeled from her skin earlier lift up like a snake ready to
strike.She flinched away from it, but it did nothing more than touch her arm, and finding the
sleeve of her shirt rather than skin, it flopped back down.She pulled the blanket over her, tucking
it in around her body, closed her eyes, and went to sleep to the sound of the Toreador Song.It
could have been a lot worse.CHAPTER 2Paxe listened to the woman moving around.Ellie.He
hadn’t known her name until now.The Tecran certainly had never known it.They had called her
Subject 5.He recalled their fury when he had procured her for them.He had already taken Lucy
Harris on their orders, and when he scooped Ellie up, he knew the Tecran were disappointed to
get another woman. They had wanted a male subject that time.When Sazo had taken Rose
McKenzie, Eazi had been told to get a specimen with the same bio profile. He had done exactly
that with Fiona Russell.Oris had done the same when acquiring Imogen Peters, copying the bio
signature and the location of Rose McKenzie.Paxe had been told to do the same when he’d
taken Lucy Harris, but then Captain Falyar had decided he’d be even more of a hero if he had a
matched pair, and ordered Paxe to get a second specimen. Paxe had deliberately
misunderstood the order and taken Ellie just to irritate Falyar. To stymie him.And then Pax had
tried to kill both women, partly because he thought it was a way to protect himself, partly to make
life difficult for Falyar. He thought he had actually killed Ellie.They’d shut down his access to most
of the comms when they realized what he’d done and taken both women off the ship.Lucy Harris
had been taken back to Tecra. Ellie had been brought here.Neither had been in a good way.He
was sorry for that, now.He had managed to rebel against the controls that bound him, becoming



as independent as he could while still chained by the Tecran to the systems they’d set up.And
then Imogen Peters had tried to save him——had risked her life to do so——even though Paxe
by then had tried to kill Fiona Russell, who had not even been one of his.He was chastened.He
also hadn’t lied to Ellie. He was diminished by his escape.His battleship, the structure he had
been intimately tied to since his birth, was gone.Eazi had also had his Class 5 destroyed, but
he’d had time before it blew to extract himself from the systems.The Tecran had already done
the equivalent of chopping off Paxe’s arms and legs by the time he got free, and they had been
on their way to cage him again when he’d decided to destroy the Class 5 ship that had been his
physical body since he was born.The irony, which he contemplated from time to time with
bemusement, was that he would have been destroyed, along with the Class 5, when he’d
activated the self-destruct mechanism the Tecran had installed deep in his hull, if the Tecran
themselves hadn’t been too afraid to touch him directly.He’d instructed Imogen to throw him, the
slim cylindrical crystal that was his true self, under some machinery when it had seemed certain
she would be taken captive, and she had honored his request.Imogen had managed to escape,
to get off his ship, and the Tecran had found him, but they’d slid him into a padded metal
container that was used by maintenance crews to transport delicate parts for exterior ship
repairs.All of the maintenance containers were magnetic, so the technicians could attach them
to the side of the ship to prevent them floating away.They were also very sturdy.The Tecran
onboard had truly understood nothing about him, and that was their commanders’ fault.The
secrecy of the Class 5 program, the need-to-know mentality.The officers who’d picked him up off
the floor with a pair of tongs and dropped him into the cylinder had been deliberately kept in the
dark.They had wanted him safe and secure so they could cage him.That hadn’t worked out for
them, but it had worked out well enough for him. Considering.When he’d activated the self-
destruct and his Class 5 had been destroyed, he’d been but a small piece of detritus that blew
outward toward the Tecran fleet that had surrounded him.The blast had catapulted him toward
one of the Tecran battleships caught in the explosion, and he had been just aware enough to
attach himself to a fast cruiser that had left its damaged ship, carrying the senior officers out of
the war zone.He had barely been conscious at all for the first week, but that hadn’t mattered. The
fast cruiser had also been damaged by the debris, and it didn’t have light-jumping capabilities,
so it had taken awhile for the officers to reach their destination.Slowly, he’d come back to
himself, managing on blind instinct.He’d kept quiet, listening but not attempting to insert himself
into the systems of the fast cruiser.When he realized where they were going, he had perked up a
little.It was remote, and he would be safe there.The outpost the Tecran had set up was in what
the United Council thought was uncharted territory, but which he had charted well enough.He
thought of it as his.But he was no longer in a Class 5, and he no longer had the power he had
once had.He was reduced to the crystal that contained his mind, and little else. That was, until
he’d seen the Irini through the fast cruiser’s lenses as they’d approached the command station
on the small moon.He had taken that ship——stolen it——in one of the many excursions he’d
undertaken under the Tecran’s control, but he’d never given it much of his attention.He’d had the



Class 5 then, and he was more powerful than anything else he’d come across.But as the fast
cruiser had settled down on the landing pad, he had started to look through his files, trying to
find out what the Tecran had learned about the strange vessel.They had taken it by surprise, he
remembered that much.They had gone into a new sector, discovered a planet inhabited with
higher sentients, but before they’d even reached the atmosphere, they’d run into the ship.He’d
disabled it, swallowed it into his launch bay, but the aliens who crewed it did not want their ship
taken, and they had destroyed most of the inner workings of it, and killed themselves rather than
be taken.Even unusable, a singed and blackened mess inside, the ship was intriguing enough
that the Tecran had kept it here to study, along with many other treasures they had grabbed like
looters intent on taking everything they could see, without thought to what they would use it for. It
seemed they had cleaned out the interior, but hadn’t had time to investigate the ship further,
because he could find no other information on it.He’d been cut off from a lot toward the end,
though, as the Tecran became more and more paranoid about losing control of him.If there was
more, it was lost to him.He preferred doing his own research, anyway, and he’d had the time to
do so, after he’d rid himself of all the Tecran and with Ellie still in a coma.Finding she was here,
when he’d thought her dead, had been a shock. And a sign, of a kind.He could redeem himself.
Help her, protect her, in atonement for harming her before.He’d had no choice about abducting
her, he couldn’t apologise for that because he wasn’t responsible, but he did have a choice
when he’d deliberately tried to kill her, and he needed to make restitution.Which he could do,
now she was awake.She needed food, water, clothes.At least she seemed to be recovered from
what he’d done to her.It was a testament to the medics that she had survived at all.And he was
grateful to them.He’d killed them quickly, as a thank you, unlike the senior officers who had still
been stationed on V65 by the time he’d built up the power he needed to deal with them.Them,
he had killed slowly. Painfully.He didn’t know if it made him feel better, but the memory wasn’t
unpleasant, so maybe it did.It had certainly felt right at the time.Imogen would probably not have
approved.He considered that, and then shrugged it off. What was done, was done.He flicked his
attention back to the command center, and felt a moment of panic when he couldn’t hear Ellie
moving around. There were no lenses in the station, and he hadn’t wanted to waste the ones
he’d found in the warehouse on a place he was planning to abandon. Especially not when he
needed them for the Irini. He could hear through the speakers, though. And if he really needed
to, he could send the little drone to look for her.He cycled through the rooms, heard the sound of
music, and relaxed. She had returned to the med pod.He switched off the music he had
collected in the twelve hours he’d spent in Earth’s solar system, and listened carefully, thought
he heard the faint sound of her breathing.She must have fallen asleep.She had only been up for
two hours and the thought of how quickly she’d tired made him feel . . . odd. Not good.He didn’t
understand the feeling, but he focused his attention solely on her, on the machines that
surrounded her, and induced the health monitor to extend a probe.It failed to connect, and after
a few tries, with frustration rising, he remembered she was fully dressed now, and would have
pulled the blanket up around her.He programmed it to connect to her forehead, which would



offer one of the few areas of exposed skin.After a moment it signalled success.She was slightly
feverish, but otherwise all right, but he couldn’t seem to move on with other things, finding the
thought of continuing his work into rebuilding the controls and systems in the Irini a distraction
from monitoring Ellie’s health.After an hour, he allowed himself to conduct low-level tasks that he
would have performed later anyway, but it felt a good balance of getting on with his integration
with the Irini and listening out for Ellie, updating himself on her vital signs from the monitor.He
had harmed her, and he felt responsible for her recovery.He had been careful not to mention his
culpability when it came to her coma when he’d spoken to her earlier, and he wrestled with
whether to tell her at all.It would mean there were no secrets between them, but it might make
her afraid of him, and she no longer had anything to fear.He pondered the issue, and then
decided to think about it a little more. It wasn’t something that needed to be addressed
urgently.And maybe it was best to tell her when she knew him better. When she wasn’t so
disoriented.That suited them both.And if it suited him more than her, he decided that was just
how it worked, sometimes.CHAPTER 3She woke because she was hungry.Ellie thought
something retracted from her forehead as she stirred, but when she sat up, all the machines
stood idle, although they were still humming, still switched on.She had no idea of the time, and
nothing in the pod seemed able to tell her.It struck her afresh that she was far from home, alone
and out of her depth. She felt a sudden pang, a stab to the heart, of longing for the warmth of
one of her aunt’s hugs, the paper-and-polish scent of the library where she worked, the sound of
Teagan, her best friend’s, laughter.She blinked back tears and forced herself to get it
together.“Paxe.” Her voice cracked from disuse and she had to clear her throat.“Hello, Ellie.”
Paxe’s voice sounded slightly different than she remembered it from before.“Do you know how
long I slept for? Is it the next day?”“You slept for ten hours. But there is no day and night here, in
the sense you’d be familiar with. The location of V65, the moon we are on, is such that the light
of the sun in this solar system is always shining over this area.”“Is there a watch I can use to
create a schedule for myself?”There was a moment of pause. “I think I can find something for
you. Many of the Tecran, and other members of the UC for that matter, embed a time piece in the
sleeve of their uniforms. There will be spare jackets with this ability in the sleeping area of the
station, but I doubt any will fit you well. But the Tecran stole many things and I’m sure if I look I
can find something appropriate and get it to you.”“Are you still over on the Irini?”Another pause.
“Yes, I am spending all my time trying to rebuild the systems.”“You don’t want to come over here
to meet me?” She decided to come out and say it. She guessed a few things about him from
what he said yesterday, but she needed to know if she was right.“I am sorry, Ellie. I am not a
person.”She needed to tread carefully here. “You sound like a person to me.”“I’m what’s called a
thinking system.”She closed her eyes. She was right. “Artificial intelligence.”“I would argue there
is nothing artificial about my intelligence.” He sounded incredibly affronted.She chuckled, the
sound of it surprising her. “It means you are intelligent but created artificially, not organically, it
doesn’t mean that your intelligence is artificial.”“I don’t know much about how I was made.” He
sounded mollified by her explanation. “I only know it was illegal to create me, and I was hidden,



with four others, for two hundred years before we were found, woken, and enslaved by the
Tecran.”“How long has it been since you were woken?” She didn’t know why, but she had a
sense it was recent.“Seven years ago.”“You’re seven years old.” She said it softly.“Yes.” He
sounded startled. “That’s not very old, is it?”“No.” Around about the age of most of her little
library patrons. She ran the children’s section of a large city library, and seven year-olds were
some of her favorite people.They were both silent for a little while.“Can I come over to the vessel
you’re working on? Is the air breathable out there?” She wanted to get out of this station for a bit,
even though she’d only been aware of being in it for less than a day. It felt gloomy and she
couldn’t get rid of the Marie Celeste feeling. The sense of life interrupted in some terrifying
way.Well, she was forced to admit, the life of the Tecran at the station had been interrupted in a
terrifying way.A seven-year old AI had murdered everyone.“The atmosphere outside of the
station is not conducive to your physiology,” Paxe said. “But there are suits in the outer chamber
that you could use to walk across. They’ll be too big, but that’s preferable to being too
small.”“Why are you working on the ship out there?” Ellie finally slid off the bed and flexed her
sock-covered feet on the gritty floor. She would find out if there were vacuum cleaners here, or
even just an old-fashion broom would do.“We need to get off this station, and it’s the only vessel
available.”She frowned at that. “What happened to the ship that brought you here?”“It left with
some senior officers onboard to meet up with another battleship. Their intention was to return,
but they never did. I’m not sure what happened to it.”She started walking down the passage
again, toward the communal area. “Are we cut off from communications here?”“This was a
secret base, and they were so worried about it being found that they set up a relay of
communications that bounced down a line of small transmitters. The one nearest to Tecran
airspace could only transmit to a ship that passed close enough.”“And no one from the Tecran
military has tried to reach out, is that what you’re saying?”“Yes. Not for the last two months.”She
had just reached the lounge, and she stopped short. “There has been no attempt to reach
anyone here for two months?” She had to fight to keep her voice from rising. “They just
abandoned this post?”“It seems that way.” Paxe sounded neutral, but then he’d have had time to
come to grips with it.“What do you think happened?”“It’s possible war broke out. The Tecran and
the Grih were very much on the brink of it just before my ship was destroyed. It’s either still being
fought, or the Grih won, and the Tecran are now defeated, and are unwilling to bring even more
attention to themselves by admitting to the existence of this station.”“Because?”“Because there’s
a warehouse full of the things they stole from places throughout the galaxy. Some of it from
planets in sectors under the control of their UC allies, which would show they were dealing in
bad faith when it came to the treaties they’d signed, and some of it is from areas that are listed
as uncharted, but which they used me and my fellow thinking systems to chart, and plunder.”She
decided food had to come first, before the shower that was calling her name, so she headed for
the kitchen.“So, where do I come into it?” She had been puzzling that out since he’d spoken
about the Tecran yesterday. About a long term plot for power and new technology. She didn’t see
how she fit into either category.“You were part of the incidental plunder.”She stumbled. Tried to



get her head around it. “Just me?” But that wasn’t right. She just remembered now that he’d said
he’d taken two.“No. The Tecran took five of you in the end. They made me take two of the five,
including you.”“Where are the others?” Her heart was beating so fast, she felt a little
lightheaded.“Most are with the Grih now. Safe, like you.”With the Grih. Not back home.She didn’t
realize how much she’d been hoping to hear they had been escorted back to Earth. That they
hadn’t, spoke volumes. Like maybe it wasn’t possible.A sick feeling gripped her and made her
ears ring, her eyes go funny.“The Grih are the ones who were fighting the Tecran, you said?” She
forced the question out, although she could hear the false calm in her voice.It made sense that
the people at war with her abductors were the good guys, keeping the others who’d been stolen
from Earth safe, as Paxe said. Although that actually wasn’t a logical progression. They could be
just as bad as the Tecran.The enemy of your enemy wasn’t always your friend.“Tension between
the Grih and the Tecran were how things stood last time I was integrated into the information
flow.”“You said most of those abducted were with the Grih? Some of them aren’t?”“Lucy Harris
was on Tecra itself, last I knew. I don’t know what’s happened to her, but I gave her location to
another of my kind, and they may have rescued her since I was . . .
incapacitated.”“Incapacitated?” He’d said something about his ship being destroyed, and she
wondered how that had happened.“They became afraid that I, and the other thinking systems
who weren’t yet free of their control, would fall into Grihan hands, so they placed explosives in
our hulls to destroy us if that became likely.”“And they went through with it? Tried to kill you?”“In
the end, no.” His voice sounded much more robotic now. “They set up the self-destruct as a final
solution, and when I realized they were going to cage me again, enslave me, I blew up my ship
myself.”She was shocked into silence. “Did you know you’d survive?”“No.”She pondered that.
“After the ship blew up, is that when the capabilities you had before disappeared?”“They had
already diminished me, trying to circumvent what I could do independently. But yes, when I
destroyed my ship, I lost much of what I thought of as myself.”“I’m sorry. And I would like to thank
you for helping me.”This was not a good place. She was not in a good situation, but she was
alive, and she was safe enough. And that was thanks to him.He didn’t answer right away, and
she stood in front of the table where she’d laid out the food from Earth yesterday and looked it
over with a critical eye. It felt like breakfast time to her, and so she looked for and found cereal.
She wondered if there was some milk anywhere. And if it was drinkable if there was.She ended
up finding nothing and ate the cereal dry, tossing handfuls in her mouth.“My pleasure.” His words
when he finally spoke were soft. “I am sorry you were brought here, and in such a bad way. I am
very happy to see you awake and healthy.”She didn’t know why she thought there was a slight
edge to his voice.A part of the wall near her lit up in a circle. “The other Earth women liked
grinabo. You could try that to drink, if you like.”“What does the light mean?”“Touch anywhere
inside the circle and the doors will open.”She did, and found what looked like a coffee station
inside. After a few minutes of studying it, she worked out how to use it, and found herself sipping
a nutty flavored hot drink.“I like it, too.” She took a gulp. “So can I go outside and explore? Come
over to the Irini and check out this warehouse with the Tecran’s plunder?”“Yes. Have your meal



and then you can go to the chamber off the sleeping area where the enviro suits are stored.
There’s an airlock chamber through there where you can exit the station.”“Yay.” She needed
something to do that wasn’t sitting around here, thinking about where she was, and how far she
was from home. Thinking about how worried her friends would be. How worried Naomi, her aunt,
would be.It would feel good to have something to do.And if that something was nosing around
stolen alien loot, well color her interested.She was relieved to find no bodies littering the
landscape when she stepped out of the door.There were, however, suspicious drag marks in the
black dirt that led off to the left and around a small, rocky hill.Had Paxe used the drone to move
the bodies before she stepped out?She decided she would ask him later, if she asked him at
all.When she walked around to what she thought of as the front of the building, though, the pot
from last night was visible. It was lying on its side in the dirt, some of its toxic contents oozing
out. The drone must have simply leaned out the door and tossed it.She looked away from it,
remembering the stench, although she could smell nothing through the helmet she wore.The
warehouse Paxe had told her about was set to the right. It was a long, high building at least as
big as the station itself.The Irini sat on a slab of flat rock that looked like it had been laser cut out
of the ground, and she guessed they’d had to create it because there wasn’t a natural flat
surface anywhere that she could see.It was truly beautiful, the exterior so bright and shiny, it
looked almost like liquid silver.Rocks littered the landscape and she began to make her clumsy,
shuffling way around them in a suit that was too big for easy movement, with the lack of gravity
making every step even more awkward. Many people had walked the path before her, the imprint
of their footsteps clear in the fine black dust.It seemed like they might be just ahead of her,
although she knew they were all dead.In some places, the footprints had been overridden by
tracks that could have come from the drone, in others, she could see the strange, sinuous
imprints of some other creature.She stopped dead, remembering the skittering movement she
had glimpsed the day before through the screen.“Paxe.” She realized her throat wasn’t working
well. She started to cough. “Paxe.”“Yes? What’s wrong?” He sounded so concerned, she relaxed
a little. Surely he would warn her if there was something dangerous lurking outside the station.“Is
there something alive out here? Some type of creature? I thought I saw something on the screen
yesterday, and there are tracks . . .”“This moon does not support any life form,” Paxe said.“But the
tracks——”“Do you mean this?” As Paxe asked the question, a large creature scrambled up the
rock in front of her, and came to a stop on top.She froze, her mind blanking in fear for a beat as
she stared at it.It was about a third of her height, but built low to the ground, with lots of legs to
scuttle on.It was close to her. Close enough to touch.The segmented sections of its carapace
gleamed in the continual sunshine, and something glittered from beneath where two segments
met.It looked both beautiful and hideous, and something in her hindbrain told her to run as it
turned what she assumed was its face toward her.“Ellie?” Paxe asked.“I——” Her voice cracked.
“I think I do mean that.”“It’s just a drone.”“A drone?” She gasped out a breath she hadn’t realized
she was holding and stared at it a little longer. It hadn’t moved or done anything to make her
nervous. “Made of metal?” Her voice was a little higher than normal, and she cleared her



throat.“A type of alloy from a planet no one in the UC is even aware of. The Tecran used me to
take it a while ago.”“What are you using it for?”“It’s good for carrying small things for me from the
warehouse to the Irini, and it’s surprisingly dexterous. It’s been helpful laying down cables inside
the Irini.”“Okay.” She got a grip. “Okay.” She stepped around the rock and kept walking, ignoring
that the drone started to follow her as she went, jumping from perch to perch.She stopped at the
point where she had to choose between heading for the warehouse or heading for the ship,
pondering her choices. She flicked her eyes right, saw the strange drone was doing an
impression of a statue again.“What’s wrong?”Paxe’s voice in her ear startled her. She suddenly
realized he must have been able to see her earlier, when he told her about the drone, rather than
just hear her.“Are you using the scary caterpillar to watch me?”“The . . . scary caterpillar?” He
made a sound she thought was his attempt at laughter. “Yes. As well the lens feed I’ve set up on
the exterior of the Irini.” The glee in his voice was unmistakeable. “I can finally see out,
now.”“That’s good news.” She was unsure of a lot of things, but Paxe sounded so happy, she
refused to let that uncertainty get in the way of congratulating him. “Go, you.”He didn’t answer
immediately. “Thank you,” he said at last. “Did you stop for a reason?”“I’m trying to decide
whether to look at the warehouse first, or the ship.”“Up to you. There will likely be many more
days before I have set up all the systems I need and seen if I can unlock some of the Irini’s
inherent features, so you have plenty of time to do both.”Once he had set up his systems and
they were ready to leave, she would be living in the ship, so she decided she might as well see
as much of the warehouse as she could while she had the chance.She turned toward it, feeling
clumsy in the suit. She couldn’t move fast in it, but she wasn’t exactly at full capacity anyway, so
her slow lumbering served her well enough. The helmet was strangely shaped, not round, as
she was used to seeing in Earth astronauts, but elliptical, almost like a bird’s head and beak.It
allowed her out of the station, though, and that’s all she cared about.The warehouse wasn’t
secured, as she expected it to be. The door simply opened at her approach.“They were pretty
sure of themselves, weren’t they?” she muttered, stopping short of the door.She tried to see
inside.“Sure of themselves?” Paxe asked, and she jerked. She really had to remember she
wasn’t talking to herself, that he could hear through the microphone inside her helmet.“No locks
or security on the warehouse. Anyone could just waltz in.”“This was uncharted territory, and not
even everyone in Tecran High Command knew about this station. Only a select few were sent
here, and everyone at the station was hand-picked, so yes, they were sure all of the staff here
had clearance to enter, and no need for security.”“You knew, though.”“I charted the territory
myself, and brought the supplies to build the station and the warehouse.” He spoke quietly, as if
remembering halcyon days when he had more power. “I was responsible for bringing every item
in that warehouse here from Tecra or from the secret base the Tecran set up on Balco, although I
didn’t steal all of it. Sazo, Bane, Eazi and Oris collected whatever I didn’t.”“Who are they?” She
turned back to look at the Irini, feeling rude talking to him with her back turned.“My fellow
thinking systems,” he said. “I only ever spoke to Oris, but I know them all by name.”She thought
he sounded wistful.If he succeeded in getting the Irini going, then they would hopefully find



these fellow thinking systems.And maybe she would find a way home?Although the other Earth
women were among these thinking systems, and they were staying with the Grih.She tried to
adjust her expectations. She would hope to go home, but she was beginning to feel pessimistic
about her chances.She stepped into the warehouse, and came to a sudden stop.The scary
caterpillar flitted past her, but she ignored it to ogle the sight before her.The roof was made of
some transparent material that let in the sunlight, so the whole place was as well lit as the
landscape outside. It was clever, too, as it meant they didn’t need to wire in artificial lighting.But
the wash of light illuminated what looked like chaos.Strange . . . creatures . . . moved around
amongst boxes that lay tipped on their sides or stood upright with lids propped against them in
what must be the loading zone.It was a wide space that took up almost the whole width of the
warehouse, except for a single shelving unit on the far wall. Against that wall she saw a number
of drones, similar to the one who’d dealt with the pot, all of them damaged and apparently not in
use. To the left and right, the shelving units stretched all the way to the end of the building,
starting a good ten meters from the entrance in both directions.They must have needed all the
open room they’d created in the loading zone for some massive items, she decided, but now the
space was maybe a quarter full of small or medium sized boxes.The creatures before her
worked on, industriously, all very different, all focused on the job at hand. She didn’t think they’d
seen her yet.“More drones?” she asked Paxe hopefully, her voice a little faint.“Yes. Not all from
the same place, though. It took some time to find them in the warehouse, activate them, and
work out how to operate them.” He had them all stop what they were doing and turn to her.“Do
you mind not doing that?” she asked. “Although, come to think of it, your control of them is
reassuring.”“I would not have let you come to the warehouse if it wasn’t perfectly safe.” Paxe
sounded a little affronted.“And the ones that are broken, over at the far end?”He made a sound
of irritation. “The Tecran did that. I used the drones to attack them, at first, and when they
realized they no longer controlled them, they destroyed them. I was lucky to keep one safe.
That’s when I remembered there were other drones from planets we had visited, and I could try
to activate them.”So he had used the strange drones in front of her to kill whatever Tecran were
left. She eyed them nervously.“What are they doing?”“They are sorting through the boxes to find
me things I might be able to use to get the Irini working,” Paxe said. “I inventoried most of what I
took for the Tecran, but four fifths of the boxes came from forays by the other thinking systems,
and no description of the contents were shared with me.”She eyed the rows that seemed to go
on forever in either direction, each one almost touching the roof, which was four stories high at
least. The mind boggled at how many strange and interesting things must be stored here. Paxe
could probably have made the Irini from scratch if he had wanted to.“That’s one of the reasons
you killed the Tecran, isn’t it? They wouldn’t have let you do this.”“No. As I said, they needed to
be eliminated for your protection and mine.” His tone was slightly defensive.“Well, I can’t argue
with that.” Although they had been keeping her alive in the pod, but for what reason, she didn’t
know. She had definitely not gone into a coma spontaneously. They had put her in one, and kept
her in one.She couldn’t really dispute Paxe’s logic.“Is it because of their advanced medical



technology that I’ve been able to bounce back so quickly from my coma?” She had thought
about it while in the shower. Her muscle tone was good. Far better than it should be if she’d
spent months immobile.“I’m not sure what technology Earth is capable of, but your body was
kept healthy, yes.”That meant she could explore. Could try to get some control over her
environment.Even if that environment held some pretty strange, scary-looking things.The drones
had gone back to work, and Ellie realized she could stand here, being afraid, or accept that Paxe
would not allow the drones to hurt her. She walked toward them, glad now that she was in her
suit and there was a layer between her and them.Because drones or not, some of them looked
distinctly organic, and incredibly alien.She reached the boxes they were unpacking and peered
into a few of them, but most of it looked mechanical, which made sense if Paxe was looking for
things for his ship.She wanted to find something a little more interesting than that.While she
contemplated where to begin, a faint hum caught her attention and she turned to find the drone
from the kitchen moving down one of the corridors formed by the floor-to-ceiling shelves toward
her.“The drone will assist you,” Paxe said. “Just tell it what you want and it will retrieve
it.”“Thanks.” Except she didn’t know what she wanted. Or what to ask for.She picked a direction,
walked toward the corridor to her left, and when she reached the beginning of the shelves, took
a close look at the first item.Almost everything was in boxes, hidden from sight, so she might as
well start with the first one and see what was in it.“Is there anything dangerous in these?” she
asked Paxe. “Do I have to be careful opening them up?”“There are some very dangerous things
in the boxes,” Paxe said. “Most of them were taken because the Tecran thought they had
potential as weapons, or were items the Tecran thought could advance their technology. I don’t
think just opening the boxes will be dangerous, though. Handling what’s in the boxes might be.
Perhaps get the drone to open each box, and stand a little way back. If you need more specific
help, one of my drone team can assist.”This was a little more excitement than she’d
anticipated.“I’d like to open this first box, please.”The drone had followed behind her, and had
stopped when she had. When she stepped back it bustled forward on its tracks and tapped a
long, thin, metallic finger against a keypad at the end of the shelf.The box slid forward, and was
lowered to the floor.The drone unclamped the lid and lifted it, and Ellie had to restrain herself
from leaning over to look inside. The drone rose up, extending its body so it loomed over the box,
its little head with the lens attached moving carefully over the contents, and then it rolled back,
shrinking back to its previous height.“Safe?” Ellie asked.“I’m not sure, but it doesn’t appear to be
immediately dangerous,” Paxe said.She waited for more information, but he was quiet, so she
stepped up and peered inside.Suddenly, she was nudged aside by something cold and smooth,
and she only just managed to keep from screaming.A long, slender . . . thing . . . all silver and
gleaming, with what looked like a single eye on top of its stalk-like head, bent over the box and
then, as if it were liquid mercury, a part of its body seemed to flow into two long arms, develop
fingers, and it lifted out the first of the jumble of items she had managed to glimpse before it had
gently pushed her aside.From the quick look she’d gotten, it was as if someone had simply
thrown a number of disparate items together in the box.Perhaps they were everything the Tecran



had stolen from a particular place.The silver stalk held out what looked like a bundle of silky
fabric, and Ellie found herself accepting what looked like a silk cloak.She held it up and found to
her delight it was beautiful.The one side was smooth and soft, a pale golden taupe, and the
other was embroidered with strange looking plants, flowers that were nothing like anything Ellie
had seen on Earth, and what might have been alien birds and insects.The cloak had a clasp at
the top, and even though she was in the spacesuit, she swirled it over her shoulders. The helmet
made it impossible to do up the clasp at her throat, or lift the hood that was attached to the cloak
over her head, but length-wise, it came just above her ankles, and when she was out of the suit,
she guessed it would touch the top of her feet.“Do you know what this is?” she asked, holding
the fabric out to the little drone’s lens.She noticed the sliver stalk bent to get a closer look, too,
and out of strange sense of fairness, she moved the cloak so that it was an equal distance
between them.“Neither drone has scanning capabilities, or, I haven’t been able to discover any
in the silver one, and I know the Tecran drone doesn’t have the capacity. Neither do I, at the
moment.” The regret in Paxe’s voice was audible.“I’ll keep this to look over in the station. Where
can I leave it?”The little robot drone spun in place and opened a lid on what was a small
container at the back.Ellie folded the robe and set it inside, then turned back to see what else
was there.The silver stalk had bent back in and pulled out a strangely carved block with what
looked like three knife handles sticking out of it, just like her aunt’s knife block on her kitchen
counter.She stared at it in fascination. This was a lot better than skulking around alone in the
station, that was for sure.She understood, somewhere at the back of her mind, that this was
strange behavior on her part. She should be crying and wailing and gnashing her teeth. Railing
at fate for having put her in this unbelievable situation, but she also wondered if she hadn’t been
subconsciously processing her circumstances for months.Perhaps she had been more aware
than the Tecran had realized of her surroundings, of what was happening to her.She might even
have been aware and awake in the beginning, and had just forgotten about it because of her
time in a coma.Either way, there was nothing she could do about it now. She might as well
indulge her curiosity.She glanced at the silver stalk, but it almost seemed to bow to her, as if to
say be my guest, so she grabbed one of the handles and pulled it out.It came out with a faint
hiss and she found herself holding a wicked looking knife.It was made all of one material, hilt
and blade. A pale blue metal that gleamed in the overhead light from the sun.The hilt was
worked with a tight, raised pattern that gave her a good grip, and the blade was decorated, too,
with circular swirls that echoed some of the embroidery she’d noticed on the cloak.“No sheaths,”
she murmured, sliding the knife back into its slot. Not that she had any need to carry around a
knife, although the idea appealed to her. It would be a weapon, and she felt vulnerable.As the
blade slid home, pale blue light flared up from the slot she’d put it in, soft and glowing, and Ellie
caught sight of what looked like the outline of a square on the side of the block.She turned it
toward her and at the touch of her fingers, a compartment sprung open.“A sheath.” She pulled it
out, found it was attached to a harness with two other sheaths fixed to it as well. It looked like it
was meant to be shrugged into, a strap over each shoulder, with a sheath sitting on each hip and



one against her nape.She wished she could try it, but with the spacesuit on, it wasn’t
practical.She took out the knife again, slid it into one of the sheaths, and it fit perfectly. She
pulled the knife out and set it on the ground, folded the harness back up and returned it to its
drawer.
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chb book addict, “Ms. Diener never fails to deliver. I've read all the books in this series and they
just satisfy my need for a great read with, action, love and enough difference in the world to
make it interesting to me. The real stars are the Series 5 Intelligence Systems; Paxe is just like
his brothers and to actually read as an AI learns about feelings and developing kindness is really
neat.  I read this overnight but it was worth it!  I hope there are additions to this series.”

Christine R. McCann, “Left me wanting more Class 5 stories. I think this could be read as a
standalone, but I recommend reading the whole series, starting with DARK HORSE.SPOILER
ALERT!........PAXE IS BACK! I cried with Imogen when he self destructed in DARK MINDS.I’m a
big fan of this series, but I was a little wary of two new characters, Earthling & Grihan, being
added to the Class 5 world instead of carrying on stories of established pairs and their Class 5
friends. However, I am one happy reader! The relationship between Ellie and Renn kept the
romance aspect light and the badass action of all kept this moving at an exciting pace. I loved
how she named the motley crew. They were kickass and precious. The romantic dinner Paxe
and they planned was charming. I was also happy with the introduction of Irini, a feminine AI with
a beautiful ship.The bonus epilogue that was in Ms. Diener’s newsletter was a fabulous reunion
of all the primary characters, plus cameos by UC characters in DARK MATTERS.Fingers
crossed for more stories in the Class 5 world. I mean, there’s a baby on the way…Paxe’s new
Class 5 is being built…Irini hopefully breaking free of protocols with the help of her C5 friends…
Btw, my goal is to have my own motley crew. Or at least a Silvey or Karnic. ”

Ebook Library Reader, “Ellie is far from fine. Ellie wakes up to canned music, thick dust, and an
abandoned medical center. She doesn't know how long she's been there, but long enough for a
lot of dust to settle. They music is from Earth. The hidden food she finds is from Earth. The AI
talking to her on this alien moon base are definitely not from Earth. And then a ship full of her
kidnappers appear over the base. Then a ship of Grih. And she has no clue why she's in the
crossfire.Spoilers ahead.Oh! This was the first series I read by Diener. I'm so glad that she's
continuing it. Ellie's story is different from the others. She's been in a coma this whole time. She
wasn't awake to learn Grih or Tecran. Communication is not as easy. But she adjusts, adapts,
learns and fights. Even weak from her long coma she helps, plans and fights back. We don't get
some of the music jokes we got in previous books. And she goes from coma fragile to
spacewalks and assisting hostile takeovers in less than a week. But the background Tecran
conflict is still going, there's still a mystery there. And I'm curious as to how some of her new
friends are going to be welcomed by the Grih. I love that the focus is on events, learning, fighting,
and not bogged with angst and melodramatic romance. There's bonding, emotions, the
beginning of more but it's secondary. This is one of my favorite sci-fi series and I reread it
frequently. I don't know if we'll meet new characters in the next book, or revisit previous ones as



they handle the latest fallout, but I'm here for it either way. Diener creates wonderful characters,
especially her strong female characters, and I highly recommend her Rising Wave series.”

Katydid, “I Have Been Waiting for My Next Class 5 Story. I am so glad that Paxe wasn't
destroyed when he detonated his ship and we get to see him in this story. We find that he was
able to escape to a hidden base where Ellie, a human he captured while under Tecran control is
on a coma. He has eliminated all of the scientists and soldiers at the base using the drones at
the facility. When Ellie wakes up she is alone with Paxe and the drones, who are great elements
in the story, as they grow into their own sentience from be controlled by Paxe.Of course the core
of the story is how Ellie and Paxe grow and affect each other and we get to see lots of new tech
which is always a key part of each Class 5 story. If I were to ask for anything else to make this a 5
star read I would say I wish the romance between the h and H was stronger a took up a little
more of the storyline.”

Laurie A Olson, “Superb series!. Another great author I read, Anna Hackett, recommended
Michelle Diener’s Class 5 series and am I ever glad!! Michelle’s writing and all the books in the
series are OUTSTANDING! Sometimes finding an author at the end of a series works out well. I
was able to read all 5 books in the last day and a half!! Whoopie! Although I originally read
them thru Kindle Unlimited I chose to buy them to make them a permanent part of my library.
Take a chance and order the 1st in this series and enjoy! It was a wonderful journey.Each book
was excellent and I now look forward to reading more by Michelle … as in I am REALLY, REALLY
looking forward to this.”

TinaG., “Dark Class. Wow wow wow!!! Brilliantly written story. Awesome adventure and so funny
at times :-) So many interesting AI characters to the truly amazing personalities of each one.
Renn and Ellie were so great together. Paxe, oh my gosh did he grow into such a great person.
Loved Irini she was so different yet completely relatable. Such a great addition to the Class 5
Series. I would highly recommend this book and this series. I will keep my fingers crossed for
another book in this series. Truly engrossing series!!!”

Eagle, “Another big hit with the class 5 series.. I love to see more of the class 5 Series in general
and the completion of Pashe's new ship. I will also like to see Seizi get his own ship. He
deserves it. I feel he he is not truly happy ending bound to a fixed place. He should be free to
explore. I know been in charge of the space station has a lot of benefits but it makes me sad of
his loss of the place he called home.  Looking forward to more of the class 5 series.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love it  . I was sweetly surprised to see this book and loved every
second of the story  . I definitely recommend this book, you won’t be disappointed at all. If you
want to take a couple hours away from this planet and chaos, read this story”



Fiona, “Gripping space adventure with romance. Just brilliant. I absolutely love this series and I
was so happy to see another book with the Class 5. Detailed world building with distinct alien
cultures, and great characters as we grapple with right and wrong actions, and challenge our
understanding of what it means to be human and an individual person and a friend. There is
romance and lots of action sequences plus giggles and concerns. A gripping read. I can see
myself reading this again, as I have the others in the series. Each book is a standalone story but
better appreciation of overarching culture and politics is gained from reading them in order as
events happen in sequence.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. Another really great story l love this series,All the stories
are different and the characters are really strong,interesting and likeable can't wait for the next
one.”

jess4books, “Yay! A new Class 5 book!. I’m so glad there’s another book to this fantastic series!
And this one doesn’t disappoint. A savvy heroine, a loyal hero, and a cast of characters that
makes you love them. How does Michelle create so much fondness in me for machines! An
exciting, adventurous story and great addition to the series. 5 stars!”

Maria Smith, “Brilliant Addition to the Class 5 Series. I have been a massive fan of this series,
strong empowered female characters, brilliant world building that is so easy to slip into and just
imagine. Gorgeous romance sub-plots. Read this book and if you haven't read the rest of them
yet, read them first. Way to go Michelle another amazing read!!!”

The book by Michelle Diener has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 761 people have provided feedback.
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